2007 saab 9-3 review

Good performance and handling. Steering was tight and responsive. Beautiful leather interior.
Stereo had good quality sound. Exterior appearance was a little bit blah. Just test drive it so far I
am absolutely ecstatic about my purchase!!! I have owned two Saab cars. They are fun to drive,
safe, and both of mine have been very reliable. Some parts of the interior trim where missing, it
was mechanically neglected, and poorly restored for a previous accident. But I felt in love with
the specs, it's design, and it was a good deal at the time after all. After two years, I've put a lot of
TLC In the end, it was a project worth driving, and I enjoy it every day. Although a bit pricey
after doing all the math. Some contenders in the same line might have been more practical,
reputable, and just as worthy of the investment, but this one gives a boost of emotions not felt
in many vehicles of its class. Cons: Doesn't feel as plush as the price tag would suggest It was
my second Saab and I couldn't have asked for more in a car. It performed the way I wanted it to,
was easy for me to take care of, and always kept me safe. For some reason, Saabs always have
the coolest mechanical cup holders. Pros: luxury car without the luxury price; handles like a
dream, with added horsepower in it's turbo engine; the car is great for all weather conditions
and fits 4 adults very comfortably, 5 adults may be a squeeze depending on their size. The car is
dependable, safe, and very sturdy. It is akin to a Volvo, both brands I trust with my life and the
lives of the ones I love. Cons: Sometimes there are electrical glitches with the car and so the
sensors about a lightbulb being out are sometimes inaccurate. Great Drive Great Price â€”
Overall superb vehicle. It doesnt exceed at anything, but it does everything well. Commuter
vehicle, road warrior, work truck, and anything in between. Its done them all and performed like
a champ. Highly recommend this vehicle and I hope Saab can be saved from total shutdown!
Pros: great handling, great engine, great fuel economy. I get all the performance in the Saab
Convertible plus back seats and space for luggage. This car is fun to drive, comfortable on long
trips and gets great MPG. Awesome Fun It has adequate power, is quiet, fun to drive and gets
good gas mileage. Also, I enjoy all the bells and whistles such as paddle shifters, auto adjusting
xenon HID lamps, etc. Plus, the car tells me when low on washer fluid, a light bulb is out, tire
pressure low, etc. Excellent Affordable Sporty Ride. It has good acceleration and is pretty
comfortable up front. So far, it's been extremely reliable and has not needed any excessive
maintenance work done. I just put on new Conti PureContact tires and the car sticks to the
corners like glued. The tiptronic manual auto shift works very well. The company went out of
business so it's tricky to get parts, I hear. The turbo makes a very slight rattling noise when it's
on full tilt on "Drive" mode. Pros: Good handling, both in summer and winter. Acceleration and
comfort. Cons: Tricky to get parts, I hear. Turbo makes a slight rattling noise at full power.
Pretty Good Car. It has 6-disc CD. No negative about the car at all. Pretty good car. Good Tread
on tires. Appearance: Great. Looks good on and off road. Car very comfortable. Have not had
any repair cost to compare it too. Acceleration is good. Great pick up. Feel safe and in control
while driving. And Yes. It's fun to drive. Pros: Good on Gas. Cheapest I have ever driven. Good
for looks. Great for a Coolege syudent. No issue's. Cons: Not really a true family car. Saabs are
one of a kind. They are in fact Read More. For a 10 year old car it seems to be in very good
condition. I owned a Saab convertible and loved it. When Saab went under it was very disap Is a
nice and exite car for fun on drive Read More. A design classic always the Saab. Loved by
designers. I miss the button dash Saab like my that I sold. Great car with low miles. Reasonable
price. Im very pleased. One of the best cars you can get. It can outrun a bmw, audi and merc.
And still it runs cheaper on fuel. Service bills are cheaper also. I have the bhp Twin turbo diesel
now. It holds NM of to Steering is affected by road crown, pulls with only a minor crown,
tiresome on long trips. Very low to ground MUST be careful of curbs, concrete parking stops
and street gutters which will tear-up Have you driven a Saab ? Rank This Car. User Reviews.
View reviews where users commented on categories. Clear selections. ANDY writes:. Is this
review helpful? Yes No. Is this helpful? John writes:. Roberto writes:. Back Seats:. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: Fun, exclusive, and not bad on gas. Kellie writes:. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: luxury car without the luxury price; handles like a dream, with added
horsepower in it's turbo engine; the car is great for all weather conditions and fits 4 adults very
comfortably, 5 adults may be a squeeze depending on their size. Bizzizle writes:. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: great handling, great engine, great fuel economy. Cons: Saab has
been permanently shut down. Cons: None. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Everything.
Cons: The ride can be a little harsh. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Good handling,
both in summer and winter. Slcsales writes:. Reviews From Other Years. Read all 8 Saab
reviews. Read all 3 Saab reviews. Read all 15 Saab reviews. Read all 27 Saab reviews. Cars
compared to Saab Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Saab to
Related Models. Select Year Yes No Looking for a Used in your area? Primary Use: Commuting
to work Pros: great handling, great engine, great fuel economy Cons: Saab has been
permanently shut down. Cons: None 14 of 14 people found this review helpful. Primary Use:

Commuting to work Pros: Everything Cons: The ride can be a little harsh 6 of 6 people found
this review helpful. Turbo makes a slight rattling noise at full power 7 of 8 people found this
review helpful. I honestly have no complaints about this car. It is powerful, fuel efficient, stylish,
tasteful, sporty, and elegant. When you have a car as well-rounded as this, people often dig
around for any little excuse to put her down. For instance, I see people bashing the interior or
claiming that the handling isn't good enough. That's a load. This car's interior is fantastic. It is
practical, minimal, and elegant in true Swedish style. Saab was an uncompromising company
with high standards and a progressive attitude. They simply didn't fit the mold of consumer
sameness and that may have been their downfall. They made safe, fast cars with idiosyncratic
personalities. They will be missed. Great looking, handles super, good gas mileage, lots of
cargo space, logical interior layout! The double-section rear area is great for my grocery bags.
The rear door was well thought out. It is light-weight, easy to open, arches back at the top so I
don't bang my head. The SportCombi has plenty. How about that cooled glove box? It is a
reasonable and rational choice for my lifestyle and I am very glad I selected this car. It looks as
good parked at the library as the sports stadium. This is the right automobile for my lifestyle.
Bought this car with 22K miles and now have just over K. Overall the car provided great value
for the money spent, under 20K. One dealership tried to con me out of a radiator for another 1K,
so careful where you take it. But if you can find a reliable place that does good maintenance
work, you are in for a pleasant daily commute. Things to be aware of: Oil changes - 2. To make
the story short, I'm in love with this car. Everything about it is so pleasing. It's distinctively
beautiful inside and out, with a very attractive interior and style that I find far superior to the
German cars. The more I drive it, the more I respect the work of Saab engineers and designers.
Even the colors of my car, silver with parchment leather, are stunning: people comment so
favorably. I feel so happy to drive this Saab! Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
Used Saab Consumer Reviews More about the More about the View Photos. List Price Estimate.
ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. A perfect,
tasteful, delightful car. Items per page:. Write a review See all s for sale. Sponsored cars related
to the Sign Up. Roomy and fun to drive, the Saab is a solid buy among entry-level luxury cars.
Just don't expect the razor-sharp reflexes and highly refined interiors of its German and
Japanese competitors. Quirky and sharp with understated Scandinavian style, Saab has long
been the brand of choice for buyers seeking a quality product that marches to its own distinct
beat. Its uniqueness quotient has diminished somewhat since GM took full ownership of the
brand in , but Saab still has a lot to offer those seeking something different from the usual list of
German and Japanese choices. The manufacturer's signature hatchback body style is history,
but the Saab is still easily identifiable as a Saab car by its familiar body lines and
aircraft-inspired cockpit. The car is available in three configurations: sedan, wagon and
convertible. Saabs are known for their turbocharged engines and the continues this tradition,
giving buyers two to choose from. A base 2. Upgraded steering and suspension designs have
all but eliminated torque steer a tendency of a powerful front-drive car to pull to one side under
hard acceleration , and the Saab shines as one of the better-handling front-wheel-drive cars on
the market. Revamped for , the Saab 's cabin boasts a clean, contemporary look. Lots of
high-tech features are offered, including a rollover protection system in the convertible. The
sedan and SportCombi wagon boast more passenger space than the BMW 3 Series and Audi
A4, while the sedan's trunk is one of the biggest in its class. If you're seeking maximum
athleticism, you'll be better served by a BMW 3 Series; if you're craving the most luxurious
cabin, go with Audi's A4. But those in search of a truly distinctive entry-level luxury car that
offers excellent handling, multiple body styles and low-key flair will be happy to park the in their
garage. Saab buyers have the choice of sedan, wagon called the SportCombi and convertible
body styles, all of which come in 2. The 2. The sporty Aero model adds bolstered sport seats,
chrome instrument surrounds and interior trim, a lower body kit, a lowered sport suspension,
an upgraded stereo and inch alloy wheels. Convertibles come with a fully automatic power top.
Options across both trims include seat heaters and a navigation system. Two engines are
available on the Saab Standard on 2. Aero models get a 2. All models get a standard six-speed
manual gearbox. A five-speed automatic with manual-shift capability is optional on 2. The Saab
features active head restraints and front-seat side airbags. The sedan and SportCombi wagon
come with full-length side curtain airbags, while convertibles get a rollover protection system
that integrates pop-up roll bars, reinforced A-pillars and the front seatbelt pre-tensioners.
Antilock disc brakes and traction and stability control are standard on all models. The Saab
sedan received a "Good" rating the highest possible in frontal-offset and side-impact crash
tests conducted by the IIHS. The Saab is one of the better-handling front-drive cars on the road.
A stiff chassis translates into a car that's easy to place in the corners and satisfyingly precise
on the highway. Still, we wish the sporty Aero model felt a little sharper when driven

aggressively on twisty roads. Both engines deliver a strong pull throughout their power bands.
The V6 is especially impressive, though it suffers from turbo lag at low rpm. The automatics
downshift quickly but can be slow on upshifts, while the manual transmissions shift just fine
but tend to feel rubbery through the gates. The 's cabin offers decent ergonomics, but materials
quality is not up to par with others in this class. The sedan and the wagon are sufficiently
roomy, but legroom can be tight for adults seated in the back of the convertible. The Saab can
carry more than most cars in its class; it offers 15 cubic feet of trunk space in the sedan and
The wagon offers Available styles include 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Shop Edmunds'
car, SUV, and truck listings of over 6 million vehicles to find a cheap new, used, or certified
pre-owned CPO Saab for sale near. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then
select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near
you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Saab Is it
better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the
way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Saab lease specials
Check out Saab lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Suspension should be stiffer on Aero models,
ride can be choppy over bumps, interiors lack upscale look and feel, turbo lag on V6 models.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. For , the Saab 's interior gets a redesign, with a restyled instrument panel and
updated trim and chrome details. OnStar has been added to the options list, as have a couple of
new wheel designs. Satellite radio is now standard on Aero models and optional on the 2. Read
more. Write a review See all 93 reviews. A perfect, tasteful, delightful car. I honestly have no
complaints about this car. It is powerful, fuel efficient, stylish, tasteful, sporty, and elegant.
When you have a car as well-rounded as this, people often dig around for any little excuse to
put her down. For instance, I see people bashing the interior or claiming that the handling isn't
good enough. That's a load. This car's interior is fantastic. It is practical, minimal, and elegant in
true Swedish style. Saab was an uncompromising company with high standards and a
progressive attitude. They simply didn't fit the mold of consumer sameness and that may have
been their downfall. They made safe, fast cars with idiosyncratic personalities. They will be
missed. Read less. TheThinking Person's Car. Great looking, handles super, good gas mileage,
lots of cargo space, logical interior layout! The double-section rear area is great for my grocery
bags. The rear door was well thought out. It is light-weight, easy to open, arches back at the top
so I don't bang my head. The SportCombi has plenty. How about that cooled glove box? It is a
reasonable and rational choice for my lifestyle and I am very glad I selected this car. It looks as
good parked at the library as the sports stadium. This is the right automobile for my lifestyle.
Bought this car with 22K miles and now have just over K. Overall the car provided great value
for the money spent, under 20K. One dealership tried to con me out of a radiator for another 1K,
so careful where you take it. But if you can find a reliable place that does good maintenance
work, you are in for a pleasant daily commute. Things to be aware of: Oil changes - 2. See all 93
reviews of the Used Saab Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No
Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People
who viewed this also viewed 1 average Rating out of 1 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the
Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

